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INTRODUCTION

This Article calls into question a widespread view about the goals of intellectual property and antitrust law.1 Economists usually take for granted that economic efficiency should be the goal of the intellectual property and antitrust laws.2 Legal scholars in these fields, many of whom have been heavily influenced by economics, often agree that the law should be crafted to maximize total surplus.3 We question this
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view and argue that the law should also encourage a fair division of the economic surplus, at least as a secondary goal.

In making this claim, we must confront two kinds of skepticism. The first is the skepticism of the economically uninitiated, who may wonder why anyone would write an article to prove such an obvious proposition. The second is the skepticism of the economically sophisticated, who may wonder why anyone would write an article to defend such a ridiculous proposition. Our discussion is pitched more to the latter group; we wish to make fairness a more respectable concept in law and economics circles and to show how it can usefully add to economic analysis.4

Part I presents a chain of increasingly specific arguments against exclusive reliance on economic efficiency. It begins with general criticisms of welfarism (the ultimate basis for the efficiency standard). Then it argues that welfarists themselves should also consider the distributive impacts of intellectual property rules. Finally, it contends that even if efficiency should be the global goal of antitrust and intellectual property law, this goal may not scale down to the operational level: Designing rules that maximize the total surplus from specific transactions may be infeasible or may even be counterproductive by stimulating wasteful rent-seeking.

One of the main arguments for economic efficiency is that it mimics the results that rational people would voluntarily agree to, ex ante. A very similar defense can be made of fairness, which we define in terms of game theory. Furthermore, given that a fair division of surplus is a strongly held social value, there is no principled reason why courts should ignore this value in interpreting antitrust and intellectual property laws.

Part II makes the case for fairness as an independent legal goal, but also argues that using fairness as a tiebreaker may, in the long run, promote economic efficiency. Even if society adopts efficiency as the overall goal of antitrust and intellectual

4. This is a project we share with another participant in this Symposium. See Michael J. Meurer, Fair Division, 47 BUFF. L. REV. 937, 937-44 (1999).
Why (And How) Fairness Matters

property law, a presumption against one-sided divisions of surplus can still be defended. Where there are increasing returns to scale, potential producers and customers would agree ex ante to a fair division of surplus. Such an agreement would make it easier for the producer to gain a critical toehold in the market, foster expansion, and allow consumers to receive more benefits from economies of scale. Part II also argues that tilting the division of surplus toward producers is likely to cause them to engage in rent-seeking. Thus, a meta-rule in favor of fairness when direct evidence of efficiency is ambiguous may itself be efficient.

Part III is a preliminary exploration of how this meta-rule would affect the analysis of intellectual property issues. The first conclusion is that there should be a legal presumption in favor of open standards except where efficiency concerns clearly dictate otherwise. The second conclusion is that the law should disfavor price discrimination and similar conduct by rights holders, again with the qualification that efficiency concerns may override this presumption.

This Article is very much a work in progress. Much remains to be done in clarifying the meaning of fairness; the solution we borrow from game theory is appealing, but certainly open to dispute. Our applications of the theory are particularly tentative, given the complexity of the issues at the intellectual property/antitrust interface. But we hope that our arguments will at least put fairness on the intellectual agenda of economically oriented analysts of law.

I. REJECTING “EFFICIENCY” AS AN EXCLUSIVE CRITERION

In the study of both antitrust and intellectual property public policy, scholars with a law and economics bent most often assume that selecting the most efficient legal rule is the proper goal. Though “efficiency” has a number of possible meanings, it is most often characterized as maximizing the total wealth or surplus predicted to be created by the alternative rules being considered. In this Part, we argue that

5. See supra text accompanying notes 2-3.
the standard arguments made in favor of this assumed goal are far from indisputable. In section A, we confront the leading theoretical—economic and philosophical—arguments for the standard position and find them wanting. In section B, we confront the standard legal arguments and find them wanting as well. In section C, we argue that even to the extent that wealth or surplus maximization is accepted as a goal, that criterion often does not give clear directions as to how to choose among possible alternatives, so that some other criterion is needed at least as a tiebreaker. In all three sections, we give some arguments for fairness as an alternative criterion that deserves some independent consideration.⁷

A. THEORETICAL ARGUMENTS FOR EFFICIENCY ARE NOT INDISPUTABLE

One arrives at maximizing wealth or total surplus as the exclusive goal of the law only at the end of a long chain of reasoning. Each link in the chain raises difficult questions. In this section, we examine some of those questions. We start at the highest level of generality and work our way down. We start with welfarism generally. Maximizing total surplus makes sense as an exclusive objective only within a welfarist approach. Such an approach can be, and has been, debated at great length.⁸ We just pause on this point long enough to note that welfarism can be denied, suggesting a role for a variety of non-economic values. For the rest of this section we work within a welfarist perspective. Even within welfarism, though, one need not focus only on efficiency—one may well also care about how increases or decreases in welfare are distributed. We next look at a variety of justifications for focusing on efficiency and ignoring distributive effects in making most policy choices. We note important counterarguments that have recently been made on this point. Figuring out the distributive

⁷ In the next Part we will go into more detail as to the meaning of fairness and give further arguments in its favor. The final Part on applications will discuss how to operationalize fairness in the area of antitrust and intellectual property. For now we just state that by advocating fairness as a goal we are suggesting that policy makers and judges should give some degree of independent consideration to maximizing consumer surplus as opposed to total surplus.

effects of various antitrust and intellectual property policies can be quite complicated. For the most part we focus on the distinction between consumer surplus and producer surplus, although we do quickly note tough questions as to how producer surplus may be distributed among producers and consumer surplus distributed among consumers.

Even if one takes efficiency in the sense of maximizing overall social welfare as one's policy goal, that does not necessarily lead to an exclusive focus on maximizing total surplus created within the relevant product market affected by a legal rule. First, there may be major general equilibrium effects generated outside the specific market under consideration. Because of such effects, a policy that maximizes surplus generated within one market may not maximize overall surplus. Second, even focusing on the specific market in question, there may be problems with attempting to maximize total surplus. Total surplus equals producer surplus plus consumer surplus. Consider a policy that tends to reduce consumer surplus but increase producer surplus more. On its face, such a policy would seem to increase total surplus. That may not be right, however. Producer surplus may tend to generate more unproductive rent-seeking behavior among those who would like to capture that profit, causing the surplus to be dissipated. Consumer surplus typically generates less such rent-seeking. If this rent-seeking effect is strong enough, then the increase in producer surplus at the expense of consumer surplus may not be worth it.9

1. Arguments for Welfarism

Maximizing wealth as an exclusive goal would seem to make sense only within a welfarist perspective. Welfarism maintains that social policies should be evaluated only according to their effects on human welfare.10 Maximizing wealth is a welfarist goal, although it is far from the only welfarist goal. Thus, if one does not accept welfarism, one should not accept maximizing wealth as an exclusive policy goal. The converse is not true: One can accept welfarism

---

9. One could argue that one could take maximizing efficiency as an exclusive goal but take rent-seeking into account. If rent-seeking is pervasive, though, it may make sense as an economizing device to deemphasize producer surplus relative to consumer surplus. See infra Part I.A.5.

without accepting maximizing wealth as an exclusive goal. Thus, a threshold question is whether welfarism is the best approach to evaluating public policy.

Philosophers have argued for centuries over the merits of welfarism generally and its most prominent variant, utilitarianism, in particular. Modern welfare economists do deal with related questions. Many of them have actually been skeptical about utilitarianism because of doubts about the possibility of making interpersonal comparisons of utility.1 Instead, economists have generally relied mainly on Pareto efficiency, a weak welfarist criterion, in making policy evaluations. It is difficult to rank alternatives according to Pareto efficiency in most real world applications, however. In its place economists tend to use Kaldor-Hicks efficiency, a stronger but more controversial measure.15

Several decades ago, Richard Posner made a sustained argument that legal analysts should focus exclusively on wealth maximization. He got his head handed to him on a plate by a variety of critics, most notably Ronald Dworkin. Recently, Louis Kaplow and Steven Shavell have argued for welfarism as the exclusive proper normative approach to legal analysis. It is too soon to know whether their heads will join Posner's on the plate, but we believe that their arguments are

11. Welfarism maintains that policies should be evaluated considering only their effects on human welfare or well being. Utilitarianism maintains that the goal of policy should be to maximize the total or average level of utility generated. Utilitarianism is a variant of welfarism, but other variants of utilitarianism disagree with utilitarianism over distributive issues. See id. at 552-53.

12. A key early work is LIONEL ROBBINS, AN ESSAY ON THE NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF ECONOMIC SCIENCE (2d ed. 1935).

13. An economic distribution is Pareto efficient if there is no way to make at least one person better off without making anyone worse off. HAL R. VARIAN, MICROECONOMIC ANALYSIS 198 (2d ed. 1984).

14. See, e.g., id. at 198-206.

15. See, e.g., ROBERT COOTER & THOMAS ULEN, LAW AND ECONOMICS 43-44 (3d ed. 2000); POSNER, supra note 6, at 14-15.


18. LOUIS KAPLOW & STEVEN SHAVELL, FAIRNESS VERSUS WELFARE 3-4 (2002).
also unsuccessful for reasons that we have identified elsewhere.\textsuperscript{19} We simply assert two conclusions here. First, it is very hard to make convincing, non-tautological arguments for fundamental philosophical positions such as welfarism, and Kaplow and Shavell have not succeeded in doing so. Second, Kaplow and Shavell do not show us how to choose among competing welfarist positions, and it would appear that non-welfarist arguments are needed to make such choices.

What is the significance of these rather abstract debates for discussion of the interface between antitrust and intellectual property? Lawyers, judges, and scholars can and do rely on a variety of non-welfarist values in this area. Liberty and a variety of notions of fairness are frequently invoked.\textsuperscript{20} Although these values can be given welfarist justifications, they often have non-welfarist roots, and many will want to follow such values even when their welfarist justifications appear to give out. Our take on the philosophical debate is that there are no good knockdown arguments against relying on such non-welfarist values.

2. Efficiency and Distributive Fairness

For the remainder of this section we take welfarism as a given. Acceptance of welfarism does not by any means lead to acceptance of wealth maximization as a goal. Most importantly, one may very well care not only about the total amount of surplus or wealth created, but also about how it is distributed. An exclusive goal of wealth or surplus maximization ignores distributive concerns. One must justify doing so.

The leading traditional justification is the second fundamental theorem of welfare economics. This theorem states that, given certain assumptions, any Pareto efficient distribution can be achieved by first distributing initial endowments of wealth by a system of lump-sum taxes and


\textsuperscript{20} See, e.g., Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S. 539, 560 (1985) (explaining that fairness determinations with respect to "verbatim copying from a public figure's manuscript" requires the application of "traditional equities of fair use"); Motion Picture Patents Co. v. Universal Film Mfg. Co., 243 U.S. 502, 519 (1917) (explaining that public interest "is more a favorite of the law than is the promotion of private fortune").
transfers, and then allowing production and trade to occur so that a competitive equilibrium is reached.\textsuperscript{21} The general strategy that this suggests is to use taxes and transfers to achieve the distribution one wants, and then let the market work. All policies other than tax and transfers should be focused on achieving an efficient market.

The well-known problem with the second theorem is that lump-sum taxes and transfers are not achievable in the real world. Any actual system of taxing and transferring will affect the behavioral incentives of some persons, and hence lead to some degree of inefficiency.\textsuperscript{22} This reopens the question as to whether other policy instruments should be used to promote distributive equity. The work of Kaplow and Shavell, however, suggests that even in the imperfect real world we should only use tax and transfer policy to achieve our distributive goals.\textsuperscript{23} They argue that a broad wealth or income tax policy is a less inefficient way of redistributing than any other policy, because it is hard for persons to evade a broad tax policy, and hence such a policy is likely to have a weaker effect on behavior than other policies that achieve a similar distributive effect.\textsuperscript{24} Moreover, using non-tax rules for distributive purposes has a double-distortionary effect. First, setting an antitrust rule that differs from the efficient rule has a direct impact on efficiency through its effect on behavior covered by that rule. Second, there is an indirect effect. In considering how much to work and earn, there will be less incentive to earn more because doing so will make one a target for the disadvantageous antitrust rule.\textsuperscript{25} Hence, it is (second) best to use only tax policy to distribute wealth—tax policy will have some efficiency cost, but a lower cost than any other policy.

That argument is the current state of the art in law and economics.\textsuperscript{26} Chris Sanchirico, however, has recently launched a powerful challenge.\textsuperscript{27} Sanchirico uses theory of the second


\textsuperscript{24} Id.

\textsuperscript{25} See id.

\textsuperscript{26} See Coother & Ulen, supra note 15, at 111-12.

\textsuperscript{27} See Sanchirico, supra note 22, 1069-70 (concluding that equity should
best arguments against Kaplow and Shavell. Suppose one starts from a state where one has used only tax policy to distribute wealth, and has used all other available policy instruments simply to promote efficiency, ignoring their distributive effects. Now, consider the following change. Relax the tax policy a bit to achieve a bit less redistribution, but also to reduce the inefficiency of the tax policy. The marginal decrease in inefficiency will be notable, as that was the only instrument used for redistribution, and hence its marginal efficiency cost is probably fairly large. Now, use some other policy instruments to gain back the lost redistribution. The marginal effect on efficiency of those changes will be zero, as all of the other policy instruments have been set to maximize efficiency alone, and hence the marginal effect of a small policy change on efficiency must be set at zero. Thus, one should be able to use the other policy instruments to achieve the same amount of redistribution with a lower efficiency cost than if one used only tax policy to redistribute.28

Like all arguments, Sanchirico’s needs some assumptions to work. There is an ongoing debate as to the likely practical effects of his argument. Kaplow and Shavell claim the practical effects are limited;29 Sanchirico forcefully denies this.30 Ultimately it is an empirical question. Empirical questions within the theory of the second best are notoriously difficult to answer.31 Our sense is that Sanchirico gets the best of this debate so far, though only time will tell. Of course, the answers may be different for different jurisdictions. For instance, tax and transfer policies are less developed in the European Union; hence other areas of policy in the European Union may be legitimately more focused on distributive effects than is the case with U.S. policy.32

There are other reasons that redistribution through tax

---

28. See id. at 1022-23.
30. See Sanchirico, supra note 22, at 1057-64.
and transfer policies may not work well. They may not be politically feasible. Monetary transfers may get diverted to the wrong persons due to corruption. One may care about characteristics other than income and wealth.

The implications for antitrust and intellectual property policy are that one cannot dismiss distributive effects as a policy concern simply by saying that taxation will answer any and all distributive concerns. That does not mean, however, that there may not be arguments more particular to antitrust or intellectual property that dictate ignoring distributive effects. We turn now to such possible concerns.

3. Distribution in Antitrust and Intellectual Property

Economic analysts of antitrust often assume that the appropriate goal of policy is to maximize total surplus created within the product market under consideration. Total surplus equals producer surplus plus consumer surplus. Producer surplus is the difference between how much revenue producers receive and how much it cost them to produce the good or service (i.e., it basically is profit). Consumer surplus is the difference between how much consumers pay for the good or service and how much they would have been willing to pay for it.

The core distributive argument for favoring consumer surplus over producer surplus is that on average the recipients of consumer surplus are poorer than the recipients of producer surplus, and hence moving surplus from producers to

33. See McDonnell, supra note 19, at 23-24; Meurer, supra note 4, at 970 n.117.
35. See Meurer, supra note 4, at 970 n.117.
36. Saint-Paul, supra note 34, at 4-9, has formally modeled the trade-off between weakened intellectual property rights and tax/transfer policies as ways to achieve redistribution. He finds that tax and transfer policies have less distortionary effects on the economy than weakened intellectual property rights. Id. at 20. It is unclear, however, how robust those results are to particular modeling forms. Furthermore, the model does not account for concerns expressed supra notes 27-35 and infra Part I.A.4-5.
37. See supra text accompanying notes 2-3.
38. With the caveat that the cost of production includes a normal return for capital and entrepreneurial effort, which return is generally included in accounting, but not economic, definitions of “profit.”
consumers improves distributive equity. Of course, this is at most true only on average. Some recipients of consumer surplus are richer than some recipients of producer surplus. Thus, an important empirical question becomes how strong is the correlation between consumer surplus and lower wealth. The stronger the correlation, the stronger the distributive argument for favoring consumer surplus. Also, the argument applies much more to markets for final consumer products. For intermediate products, where the consumers are other companies using the product as an input for their own production, this redistributive concern is unlikely to apply.

We thus need to look just a bit more closely at consumer surplus and producer surplus. Consider the former first. Less wealthy people will tend to consume a higher percentage of their income than more wealthy people. Thus, a tax on consumption will tend to be more regressive than a tax on income, which in turn is more regressive than a tax on profits. Of course, in many particular industries consumers will be wealthier than the national average—the luxury yacht industry, for instance. But on average the correlation does hold, with moderate strength.

Producer surplus is divided among a variety of parties, the most important of which are employees and the providers of capital. In the U.S., employees receive about two-thirds of industrial revenue, and providers of capital receive about one-third. Income and wealth distribution among employees probably resembles distribution among consumers, though this naturally varies among industries. Providers of capital, though, tend to be skewed to the wealthy. Even in the U.S.,

39. This is true because less wealthy people tend to consume a greater fraction of their income. See Robin Cooper Feldman, Consumption Taxes and the Theory of General and Individual Taxation, 21 VA. TAX REV. 293, 329 n.85 (2002).

40. See id.

41. See id. In a more detailed analysis one will sometimes have to be more careful about how different practices may affect the distribution of surplus among consumers—we shall see an example of this in our discussion of price discrimination, infra Part III.B. For now, though, we shall pass over that point.

42. In 2001, net national income was $8.122 trillion. Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, The National Income and Product Accounts Tables tbl. 1.14 (2001), http://www.bea.gov/bea/dn/nipaweb/Table Fixed.asp. Of that, 5.875 trillion, or 72%, was compensation of employees, while the rest (proprietors' income, rental income, corporate profits, and net interest) went to providers of capital. See id.
where about half of the population owns stock\textsuperscript{43} (an extremely high proportion by international and historical standards), this skew is significant. It is basically the wealthy half of the population that owns shares, and among that half, share ownership is still heavily concentrated among the wealthier.\textsuperscript{44} Bond ownership is even more heavily skewed towards the wealthy.\textsuperscript{45}

Thus, the correlation between wealth and consumer surplus versus producer surplus definitely exists, although it is imperfect. How attractive an instrument antitrust policy is for achieving redistribution depends in part on how inefficient tax policy is. This is an open question, but there is room for at least some concern over distributive fairness as a proper part of making antitrust policy.\textsuperscript{46}

The same sorts of arguments apply to intellectual property as well. Intellectual property policies have predictable effects on the distribution between producer and consumer surplus. Indeed, such effects have been an object of study and concern among intellectual property scholars.\textsuperscript{47} Thus, distributive fairness arguments are relevant for intellectual property as well. Most holders of valuable intellectual property rights today are large institutions, not starving artists. A wrinkle in the area of intellectual property is that long-run effects become of more importance; the long-run encouraging of innovation being the core purpose of intellectual property law.\textsuperscript{48}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{43} See NYSE, Shareownership 2000, at 16, http://www.nyse.com/market info/shareownersurvey.html (last visited Feb. 24, 2003) (interpreting research to imply that “51.8 percent of all individuals who are either household heads, or spouses of household heads, own stock”).
\item \textsuperscript{44} See id. at 25, tbl. 8 (showing that 35.3\% of all shares are owned by families with income over $250,000, and 63.0\% of all shares are owned by families with income over $100,000).
\item \textsuperscript{45} See E-mail from Shawgi Tell, Niagara County Community College (May 27, 1998) (“The top 0.5\% of wealth holders still own 32\% of stocks—double the 16\% share held by the bottom 90\%. Bond ownership is even more top-heavy. The top 0.5\% holds 46\% of the total, while the bottom 90\% holds just 10\%.” (quoting an unpublished Federal Reserve paper)), at http://www.fullerton.edu/sociology/orleans/incomedist.htm (last visited Feb. 24, 2003) (on file with the authors).
\item \textsuperscript{46} See infra Part I.B.1.
\item \textsuperscript{47} IP law functions by allowing monopolistic practices, thereby reducing consumer surplus, in order to increase profit to induce innovation. See, e.g., Kaplow, supra note 1, at 1821.
\item \textsuperscript{48} See infra Part I.A.5.
\end{itemize}
4. Efficiency and Partial Versus General Equilibrium Analysis

Suppose one is not convinced by our arguments so far, and is committed to a consequentialist analysis that addresses distributive concerns only through tax and transfer policy. Surely then, antitrust and intellectual property policy should focus on maximizing total surplus within the product markets being studied. That is, however, not necessarily the case. Even if one accepts maximizing wealth or total surplus as a policy goal, reasons may remain for giving greater weight to consumer surplus than producer surplus. One such set of reasons relates to partial versus general equilibrium analysis. A second set of reasons relates to rent-seeking. We explore the former in this section, and the latter in the next section. In some sense, the arguments within these two sections are thus already included within an efficiency goal, broadly understood. Most scholarly and judicial analyses of efficiency in antitrust, however, focus more narrowly on an immediate analysis of total surplus created in the product market in question. For their part, intellectual property analyses consider long-run dynamic efficiency via incentives to innovate.

Traditional economic analysis of both antitrust and intellectual property concentrates on the effects that the law has on the particular product markets being regulated. The law may have effects that go beyond the immediate increase or decrease of consumers and producer surplus in those product markets, however. Among these broader effects of antitrust law, at least two are relevant to the relative weight we should give producers and consumer surplus.

First, producer surplus generated within a product market may be used to lobby politicians and gain favor. Greater concentration among producers may make such lobbying easier, and hence increase its bad effects on society. This has a variety of implications for antitrust policy. In particular, it may be a reason for favoring consumer surplus, as producer surplus is much more likely to be used to lobby, since producer surplus recipients are typically much more concentrated and organized than recipients of consumer surplus.

49. See generally McDonnell & Farber, supra note 32 (manuscript at 2-23) (discussing the broad effects of antitrust law on political institutions, corporate governance, distributions of income, and risk-bearing).

50. See id. (manuscript at 3-4).

51. See id. (manuscript at 3-6).

52. See id. This is very closely related to the rent-seeking arguments that
Second, antitrust policy has important effects on disciplining agency misbehavior by persons within businesses. This effect is potentially quite large, but its implications for antitrust policy are still unclear and underexplored. This may add another argument for favoring consumer surplus. Large producer surplus may give rise to more opportunity for business insiders to misbehave, and hence give rise to greater agency costs. Agency costs among consumers, on the other hand, are typically non-existent or trivial.

Where there are multiple imperfect markets, there may be another general equilibrium effect of note. Allowing producers in one market to capture more surpluses will induce greater investment in that market. If producers in another market can capture less of the surplus generated in their market, investment may shift from that market, even if the net social benefit generated there is greater than in the former market.

5. Efficiency and Rent-Seeking

Finally (among the theoretical arguments for wealth or total surplus maximization as a goal), suppose one takes a consequentialist approach, handles distributive equity through tax policy, and ignores general equilibrium effects outside of the product market, either because the general equilibrium effects are believed to be small or because their effect is too radically uncertain. Surely then one is committed to maximizing total surplus created in the product market as the appropriate goal of antitrust and intellectual property law. That, too, is still not necessarily the case. The greater susceptibility of producer surplus to dissipation may still be a good reason to favor consumer surplus.

As noted above, producer surplus in the form of profit tends to be more concentrated among its recipients than does consumer surplus. High potential profits will often induce

---

53. See McDonnell & Farber, supra note 32 (manuscript at 8-11) (noting that the threat of market share loss in a competitive industry helps discourage firm managers from pursuing their own interests as opposed to those of the firm).
54. See id. (manuscript at 10).
55. See Glynn S. Lunney, Jr., Copyright and the Supposed Efficiency of First-Degree Price Discrimination (unpublished manuscript, on file with authors).
56. See supra notes 40-45 and accompanying text.
potential receivers of those profits to make large outlays in order to achieve those profits. For instance, firms may create high barriers to entry by making high outlays in infrastructure, which may allow them to credibly commit to lowering prices in the event of entry by a competitor. Firms may spend money on lobbying and other forms of political influence in order to create laws or subsidies that prevent entry. Firms may commit excessive amounts to research and development in order to beat other firms and receive a patent. Such expenditures will often exceed the social optimum, and indeed may often be large enough to counteract most of the social gain from the producer surplus.\(^5\)

This point has been long recognized in the area of antitrust. Much scholarly and recent judicial writing on antitrust is ambiguous as to whether the proper goal of antitrust is maximizing total or consumer surplus.\(^5\) In his landmark book on antitrust, Richard Posner advocates maximizing consumer surplus, not total surplus, as the goal of antitrust law precisely because he believes that producer surplus will tend to be dissipated through rent-seeking.\(^5\) There are some counterarguments to Posner's point. Some expenditures to achieve producer surplus may increase social welfare—for instance, large outlays on infrastructure to commit to lowering prices in the event of entry may also be socially beneficial. Thus, at this point it is still unsettled within antitrust scholarship whether total or consumer surplus maximization is the best policy goal.\(^6\)

The same basic point applies to intellectual property law and policy as well. There, however, the potential positive effects from competition to gain producer surplus loom even more. After all, the whole point of intellectual property law is to lure businesses into innovating through the promise of monopoly profits. Thus, totally ignoring producer surplus does seem more suspect when considering intellectual property law and patent law.

\(^{57}\) See Cooter & Ulen, supra note 15, at 128-35.


\(^{59}\) See Posner, supra note 3, at 11-12.

\(^{60}\) Our point for the moment is simply to establish that the arguments are unsettled. In Part II we will advance further arguments as to why consumer surplus should be at least somewhat favored over producer surplus.
than when considering antitrust.

Even within intellectual property law, however, the tension between producer and consumer surplus has been noted. First, there is a frequently discussed tension between dynamic efficiency and allocative efficiency. Dynamic efficiency requires some incentive to innovate, hence intellectual property's existence. On the other hand, intellectual property works by granting short-term potential monopoly power. The exercise of that power leads to allocative inefficiency, as the intellectual property right holder reduces output below the competitive level. Intellectual property law strives to balance these two effects, albeit with a greater emphasis on dynamic efficiency than is typical in antitrust law.\(^{61}\)

Moreover, rent-seeking may occur within the context of innovation as well. For instance, two potential innovators may spend too much too soon to achieve an invention and be the first to patent. Thus, overly strong intellectual property rights may lead to overinvestment and innovation that occurs sub-optimally early. This is simply a specific instance of the more general problem of rent-seeking and producer surplus. Moreover, holders and potential holders of intellectual property rights may engage in other forms of rent-seeking, such as lobbying, to strengthen those rights.\(^{62}\) To the extent that overinvestment and lobbying by intellectual property rights holders are significant problems, then even within the context of intellectual property it makes sense to give greater weight to consumer surplus than producer surplus.

Of course, to the extent that rent-seeking does dissipate producer surplus, then one could say that a careful analysis based only on maximizing efficiency will take that into account—and that the argument in this section is really not an argument against efficiency as an exclusive goal. That is true, but the analysis may often be difficult to do on a case-by-case basis. If one believes that rent-seeking will often dissipate much producer surplus, then a policy of giving less weight to producer surplus than consumer surplus may make sense as a way of achieving a simpler and yet generally accurate analysis. That is particularly so as we only advocate considering fairness

---

61. See, e.g., 1 HOVENKAMP ET AL., IP AND ANTITRUST, supra note 3, at 1-9 to 1-13.
62. Many people believe that this helps explain recent legislative changes in intellectual property law. See infra note accompanying text.
in situations where efficiency gives no clear answer.\textsuperscript{63}

We have so far worked through many of the leading arguments in favor of the maximization of total surplus generated within the product market as the exclusive goal of antitrust and intellectual property law. It takes a chain of arguments to reach that point as the proper policy goal, and each link in the chain has significant weaknesses. As a matter of basic philosophical and economic theory, therefore, it is quite open to argue that other policy goals should be pursued as well, and in particular that courts should give greater weight to consumer surplus than producer surplus. We shall make more arguments in favor of that position in Part II. First, we turn from philosophy and economics to consider some leading legal arguments in favor of maximizing total surplus as a policy goal.

B. LEGAL ARGUMENTS FOR EFFICIENCY ARE NOT IRONCLAD

Various more traditional legal arguments have been promoted supporting efficiency in the sense of maximizing surplus as the proper goal for antitrust and intellectual property law. Some of those arguments arise from examining the legislative history of relevant laws. Others arise from judicial interpretations of the laws. We consider the legislative and judicial history of both antitrust law and intellectual property law in this section. We also consider the relationship of both sets of laws to rent-seeking behavior.

1. Antitrust

A look at the legislative history of United States antitrust law reveals that a hodgepodge of goals was cited by its creators and advocates. Robert Bork has famously argued that efficiency as a goal best explains this legislative history.\textsuperscript{64} Many scholars have replied that this presents a badly oversimplified picture. Many other goals were importantly present. These include protecting small producers from large producers and protecting politics from the influence of big businesses.\textsuperscript{65} Most importantly for our purposes, it has been argued that a leading purpose of the antitrust laws was to stop wealth transfers from consumers to producers—that is, to

\textsuperscript{63} See infra Part II.E.

\textsuperscript{64} See BORK, supra note 3, at 51-71.

\textsuperscript{65} See HOVENKAMP, FEDERAL ANTITRUST POLICY, supra note 3, at 47-51; McGowan, supra note 58, at 741-65.
Even among law and economics scholars, a more fashionable explanation of the legislative history than Bork's is that the antitrust laws represent rent-seeking by small producers protecting themselves against more efficient new large producers.67

This scholarship on the legislative history of United States antitrust laws, thus, does not point to any one exclusive goal. Maximizing consumer surplus is thus not the exclusive goal. It does appear to have been an important goal, though.68 Efficiency may also have been an important goal, but not an exclusive one by any means.69 Indeed, efficiency does not appear to have even been the most important goal among those who created the antitrust laws.70 Thus, to the extent that legislative history matters in determining how statutes should be interpreted,71 this suggests that maximizing efficiency should not be the exclusive goal of United States antitrust law.

The history of judicial interpretation of the antitrust laws is also mixed, and has varied over time. For decades, courts seemed to see promoting rivalry as the leading goal of antitrust law.72 They may also have seen protecting small producers as an important goal.73 Beginning in about the mid-seventies, courts shifted to more of a focus on efficiency.74 This came in response to the Chicago Revolution in antitrust scholarship. Courts using economic concepts have not clearly distinguished between consumer surplus and total surplus as a goal,

68. See Lande, supra note 66, at 885-947.
69. See HOVENKAMP, FEDERAL ANTITRUST POLICY, supra note 3, at 47-51.
70. See id. at 48-49.
71. This itself is certainly a highly disputed point. See WILLIAM N. ESKRIDGE, JR. ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON LEGISLATION: STATUTES AND THE CREATION OF PUBLIC POLICY 669-1098 (3d ed. 2001).
72. See Gifford & Kudrle, supra note 58 (manuscript at 12-14). A classic case exemplifying this goal is Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, 343-45 (1962).
73. See Gifford & Kudrle, supra note 58 (manuscript at 2).
This lack of a clear distinction is understandable. For one, in many cases both goals suggest the same legal answer. For another, the leading Chicago scholarship on point was ambiguous on this question; Bork spoke of consumer welfare, but appears to have meant total surplus; Posner spoke of efficiency, but argued that most producer surplus will be dissipated, so that efficiency largely dictates maximizing consumer surplus.

Let us view this legal history from a slightly different perspective. Whatever one thinks about the relative weight of the various goals stated as justifications for antitrust laws, small producers organizing to protect themselves against new big businesses at the turn of the century were critical to those laws gaining political support. Thus, rent-seeking behavior was an important part of the origins of the antitrust laws. Not long after those laws were written, however, the feared new big businesses did indeed come to dominate national politics. Nonetheless, courts continued to use the antitrust laws against those newly powerful businesses. Sometimes courts interpreted the law as being designed to protect smaller businesses. Other times courts interpreted the law as being aimed at protecting consumers or society as a whole via an efficiency norm. Either way, a law created by an old dominant economic and political class was used to police the economic power of a new set of institutional actors. Antitrust law had its origins in rent-seeking, but came to be interpreted as a tool for protecting the public against a powerful elite. It forms an interesting counterpoint with intellectual property law, as the next section shows.

2. Intellectual Property

In contrast with antitrust law, intellectual property law reflects one clear major underlying goal: promoting innovation by granting innovators some degree of power over others' use of

75. See McGowan, supra note 58, at 784-86.
76. See BORK, supra note 3, at 110 (noting that the "consumer welfare model" does not take transfers from consumers to producers into account).
77. See supra note 59 and accompanying text.
78. See sources cited supra note 65.
80. See supra note 73 and accompanying text.
81. See supra notes 68-69 and accompanying text.
their ideas. What is uncertain, however, is how far the law should go in promoting that goal. The legislative and judicial history show that Congress and the courts have gone back and forth as to how strong and broad intellectual property rights should be.

The legislative history of intellectual property in the United States begins with the Patent and Copyright Clause, which provides that Congress shall have the power to "promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries." Copyright, patent, and trademark law have all undergone considerable judicial and legislative upheaval over the years in response to new technologies and new economic structures. The fairly explicit goal of legal innovation has been to appropriately protect innovators and give them incentives to create without going so far that consumers are overly hurt by the monopoly power created. Opinions differ as to how well the law has responded to the changes or if it has encouraged a proper balance between incentives to create and limits on monopoly power—some are relatively sanguine, while others are less so. Even some of the more sanguine, though, are worried that recently the legislative process has been increasingly dominated by large corporate intellectual property rights holders that have succeeded in promoting legislation that advances their interests but which is more dubious for the general interest. The Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act of 1998 and the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) are frequently cited examples.

The judicial history of intellectual property laws shows courts inventing doctrines to strengthen or weaken the statutes in instances where judges seem to think the law has gone too far or not far enough. The doctrines of patent misuse and

82. See infra note 141 and accompanying text.
88. See Merges, supra note 84, at 2233-39.
copyright misuse import antitrust concerns into intellectual property doctrine. Sometimes the statutes allow aggressive holders of intellectual property rights to unduly monopolize markets, leading to lost social welfare because output is constricted. In certain circumstances, courts will invoke the misuse doctrine to limit such behavior. At other times, courts invoke the doctrine of contributory infringement to stop persons from skirting the statutes and treading on the rights of intellectual property rights holders.

It is interesting to examine this legal history from a rent-seeking perspective and compare it to the history of the antitrust laws. The antitrust laws started as rent-seeking by small producers, but morphed in the hands of the courts into public-spirited laws used to protect consumers against powerful producers. The intellectual property laws move in the opposite direction. They started as public-spirited laws to promote innovation without any powerful, well organized interest groups standing behind the laws. Over time, though, innovation industries became more powerful and better organized, and they pushed Congress for extensions to the laws that became harder to justify as public-regarding laws. Rent-seeking thus increasingly warped the intellectual property laws. The DMCA is a leading example of this process. A key current question is how far courts will go in using antitrust and related doctrines such as misuse to limit the potential abuses made possible by these newer laws.

C. EFFICIENCY'S AMBIGUITY AND THE NEED FOR A TIEBREAKER

There is a final problem with efficiency as an exclusive criterion in making and interpreting antitrust and intellectual property law. In many situations, an economic analysis of efficiency does not give clear answers as to the best legal policy. Courts presented with a case cannot just not decide it because their preferred criterion does not tell them what to do under

89. See 1 Hovenkamp et al., IP and Antitrust, supra note 3, at 3-2.
90. See id. at 3-7 to 3-10.
91. See id. at 3-16 to 3-20.
92. See supra notes 64-81 and accompanying text.
94. See Dan L. Burk, Anti-Circumvention Misuse, 50 UCLA L. Rev. (forthcoming 2003) (manuscript at 51-63, on file with the authors).
the circumstances. Thus, even if one disagrees with all of the above and believes that efficiency should be the exclusive criterion in making policy, one must still give guidance as to what to do in the many instances where efficiency gives no answer.

Efficiency's unclarity is becoming increasingly clear in antitrust scholarship. In the early years of the Chicago Revolution in antitrust there was optimism that economics would provide relatively definite guidance most of the time.\textsuperscript{95} As people with training in a wider variety of economic approaches got involved in the fray, however, that optimism dissipated. Post-Chicago antitrust scholarship has shown that in many instances economic reasoning is ambiguous, and empirical work in economics is generally not strong enough to weigh opposing effects.\textsuperscript{96} The increased use of game theory in industrial organization and antitrust scholarship has made policy implications particularly ambiguous. In game theory, even more than other areas of economics, conclusions are quite peculiarly sensitive to small differences in assumptions about the structure within which people are acting.\textsuperscript{97}

In intellectual property, the difficulty of economics in giving clear answers has been evident even to the most avid proponents of the Chicago school. Frank Easterbrook, for instance, has been quite insistent as to the poverty of our knowledge in this area.\textsuperscript{98} In general, we know the basic thrust of the opposing effects that matter. We have very little knowledge, however, about the strength of those opposing effects or how they vary in different industries. Thus, even as basic a question as the optimal length of copyright or patent terms is incredibly hard to answer using an efficiency-based economic analysis.

So even if one is committed to a pure efficiency criterion, one needs a fallback criterion for those many instances where efficiency analysis yields no answer. In Part II, we argue for a notion of fairness tied to consumer surplus as such a

\textsuperscript{95} See, e.g., BORK, supra note 3, at 81-82.


\textsuperscript{97} See id. at 1054-56.

II. WHY FAIRNESS?

The question is whether any other norms besides efficiency should be used to assess intellectual property rules. No doubt, a number of norms are possible, some of them discarding welfarism entirely. Our proposal, however, is a relatively modest modification of the total surplus standard. When the efficient rule can be clearly determined, we are willing to accept it despite our qualms about the efficiency standard. Those doubts are outweighed by the advantages of unifying intellectual property and antitrust law as much as possible. Relying on a single social goal, to the extent that society can do so, simplifies legal analysis and fosters a greater degree of coherence in the legal system. Arguments along these lines have been made for a pure efficiency standard. Although we reject exclusive reliance on efficiency for the reasons discussed above, the arguments are sufficiently persuasive to support efficiency as the dominant normative standard. But antitrust and intellectual property law are inevitably an exercise in the theory of the second best, with the often frustrating result that the efficient rule cannot be determined with confidence. We propose as a tiebreaker that the presumption should be in favor of rules that fairly divide the transactional surplus between producers and consumers.

One of our goals is to overcome the instinctive response of the economically minded to the term “fairness,” which is likely to strike them as impossibly vague, non-rigorous, and disconnected from social welfare. In section A, we discuss the meaning of fairness and the reasons why economists should take the idea seriously. Sections B, C, and D provide arguments for our fairness presumption. Section B argues that the law should mimic the result of a fair bargaining process.

---

99. In practice, we think that the evidence will often be too ambiguous to provide a clear answer about efficiency, so we expect our default fairness presumption to be operative in many cases.

100. See McGowan, supra note 58, at 776-86.

101. Antitrust law seeks to eliminate monopolies to create efficient product markets. Intellectual property law creates monopolies to foster innovation. There is no clear way to calculate the trade-offs between the two.

102. Here, as in other areas of the law, fairness may seem to be “devoid of principled content” to some analysts. See Ian B. Lee, Fairness and Insider Trading, 2002 COLUM. BUS. L. REV. 119, 121.
between the parties. Section C suggests that courts legitimately consult social norms in resolving statutory ambiguities. Empirical evidence leaves no doubt that fairness is a widespread norm in our society. Section D argues that requiring a fair division of surplus serves valuable distributive goals and puts a damper on socially wasteful rent-seeking. Our aim in Part III is not to provide a general legal theory of fairness, let alone an irrefutable one. Instead, we hope to provide overlapping arguments from a variety of perspectives, which cumulatively make a persuasive case for the fairness presumption.

Part III closes by clarifying the nature and scope of our fairness presumption. In Part IV, we will explore how the presumption would apply to more specific problems on the boundary between antitrust and intellectual property law.

A. WHAT IS FAIRNESS?

In his famous book about justice, John Rawls began by hypothesizing the "original position" in which the parties act behind a "veil of ignorance," deprived of knowledge of their own identities. He defined as fair (and therefore just) whatever agreement they would reach under these circumstances. Judging fairness by comparison with a hypothetical bargain is a useful technique. Rawls used his technique to determine the basic institutional structure that should govern a just society. Our concern is more mundane. We are interested in how to divide surplus in the context of intellectual property. To get a sense of how to analyze this problem, we begin with a simple hypothetical.

Suppose that Firm sells software to a variety of consumers and is in a position to assess the demand of each consumer for the good. Mr. Consumer would be willing to pay up to $100 for the product, and the cost of manufacturing the product is $20. The Firm is a monopoly. What bargain should we expect between the Firm and Consumer? The surplus is $80. How would rational parties divide it?

At first blush, one might assume that the Firm (being a

---

103. See infra notes 143-44 and accompanying text.
104. RAWLS, supra note 8.
105. Id. at 11, 118-23.
106. Id. at 10-15.
107. See id.
monopolist) can demand $100, extracting the full surplus. This cannot be quite right, because at $100 the consumer is completely indifferent and has no reason to accept the deal. But if the offered price is $99, the consumer can only lose by turning down the deal. So the monopolist seizes almost all of the surplus. This is the Bad Monopolist story.

In fact, this story is too simplistic, as can be shown by turning the tables. Imagine that the consumer makes a “final offer” of $21. If the Firm refuses the offer, it loses a dollar because it has lost a sale. While it is true that it could sell that particular good to another buyer, it could have made a sale of another unit to that second buyer anyway, so it has lost one sale at the end of the day. So the position of the parties is actually symmetrical: Either one can threaten to deprive the other of any surplus by walking away from the bargaining table.

Presumably, the bargain must lie somewhere between $20 and $100, but it might seem impossible to say anything more about where rational bargainers will end up. Yet mathematician John Nash, of A Beautiful Mind fame, proved otherwise. He showed that the bargain point would be one that maximized the product of the utility of the two parties. There are two independent ways of getting to his solution of the bargaining game. One is axiomatic. The Nash solution follows from three simple assumptions: first, that the solution depends on utility but not on the units in which utility is measured; second, that if the parties have the same utility functions, they split the goods evenly; and third, that the outcome is unaffected by irrelevant alternatives (those that would not be chosen anyway). The other way of getting to the Nash solution is to model the bargaining process. If the parties place some positive value on time, they will converge on the Nash solution rather than prolong the bargaining.

Whether people actually do bargain precisely this way is unclear, but Nash’s model has some normative appeal. The

108. A BEAUTIFUL MIND (Universal Studios 2001).
110. See id. at 16-17.
111. Id. For example, if the parties would decide on a price of $70 when the range of outcomes is $20-$100, they will also do so when the range is $40-$80.
112. Id. at 19.
113. See H. PEYTON YOUNG, EQUITY IN THEORY AND PRACTICE 124-27.
Nash solution tells us how surplus would be divided in a setting of complete rationality and voluntariness. That seems as close to operationalizing the idea of a fair division as can be expected.

Contrary to theory, one might well actually see a monopolist making a take-it-or-leave-it offer for almost all of the surplus. Since this tactic in general should not work with rational bargainers, the existence and success of this conduct needs to be explained. One possibility is that the monopolist is taking advantage of the timidity or ignorance of the consumer. The other possibility is that the monopolist has arranged matters to make bargaining impossible with any individual buyer. One way of doing so is to ensure that deviations from the originally demanded price become common knowledge. In that case, the monopolist faces a huge potential loss if it reduces the price to any one consumer, since all other consumers will then demand reductions. Thus, the monopolist has locked itself into the high price with each consumer. Another way of doing this is to raise transaction costs by not allowing the agents who actually deal with consumers to negotiate. Any deviation from the firm’s initial demand would require approval from some high corporate official, which is impractical. In short, the monopolist gains from tying its own hands so that bargaining is impossible. Only by exploiting the irrationality of the other party or by artificially tying its own hands does the monopolist succeed in seizing the whole surplus. This observation strengthens the claim that the hypothetical bargain has more ethical weight than the actual one, since the actual bargain may take place under circumstances that have been intentionally distorted to benefit one party.

Thinking of the situation in Nash terms has an implicit normative dimension. The implicit assumption is that the intellectual property holder is entitled to as much surplus as it could obtain from each buyer in separate, individualized

114. An alternative solution was proposed by Braithwaite. See BARRY, supra note 109, at 37-40. We will not consider his solution here, because it is more complicated and because the data needed to calculate either solution exactly is unlikely to be available. As Barry says, Braithwaite’s solution “has a certain perverse ingenuity that makes it worth investigating for those who like that sort of thing.” Id. at 40. Such readers are invited to pursue the subject.
bargaining. Thus, the seller is entitled to offer its product to each individual buyer on whatever conditions it likes; the seller's property rights are fully respected. Although the seller is entitled to the benefit of its property rights, it is not entitled to the extra advantages that it can obtain because of the happenstance that it can coordinate its bargaining strategy against all buyers simultaneously while the buyers cannot coordinate with each other.\textsuperscript{115} The seller's superior ability to coordinate its strategy is extraneous to its property interest rather than an intrinsic aspect of ownership. The Nash solution thus recognizes the seller's property entitlement but not all of the strategic advantages that come along with monopoly status.

The details of the Nash solution are not very relevant for present purposes. It is unclear how often the utility data needed to calculate the solution generally will be available. The point is that it is possible to talk about fairness with the kind of rigor that economists use to discuss efficiency. In particular, this example shows that a rational division of surplus will never be completely one-sided and will be equal if the parties have similar utility functions. More fundamentally, Nash's work confirms that a hypothetical bargain between rational actors can be used as a guideline for assessing bargaining outcomes, not only as to efficiency but also as to the distribution of surplus.

B. BARGAINING OVER SURPLUS

Philosophers like Rawls ask us to judge rules by asking whether individuals would have agreed to them in advance—in Rawls's case, from a position that is imagined to be prior to the formation of society. Economists are also used to evaluating rules by asking whether the parties would have agreed to them ex ante. We argue in this section that application of our proposed fairness presumption to intellectual property and antitrust issues can be defended as the product of such a hypothetical bargain—a bargain that would be not only fair but also more efficient ex ante than unconstrained seller conduct.\textsuperscript{116}

\textsuperscript{115} Were it not for the antitrust laws, the buyers could form a cartel and bargain collectively, such as in labor unions.

\textsuperscript{116} This argument is loosely inspired by one of the classics in the field, Farrell and Katz's article on compatibility and innovation. See Joseph Farrell & Michael L. Katz, \textit{The Effects of Antitrust and Intellectual Property on Compatibility and Innovation}, 43 ANTITRUST BULL. 609, 613-21 (1998).
1. The Consumer's Bargain and Increasing Returns to Scale

In using a hypothetical bargain as the basis for setting rules, the critical question is how to specify the ex ante position. In this Article, much of the focus is on situations involving increasing returns to scale. That is, it is assumed that the good or service in question is either cheaper to produce in large quantities or has more value to each consumer when other consumers are also using the product. The ex ante position is that facing the manufacturer and the first potential adopters, before the product has taken hold on the market. In such a situation, the initial adopters care not only about the terms on which they can buy the product originally, but also about what terms will later be available to them and to other consumers. If the terms proposed to later consumers are unfair, sales will be diminished, which will either increase the cost of the good (because production costs otherwise would have gone down more with scale) or reduce its value to consumers (because there will be fewer later consumers to share with). Thus, in the pre-takeoff position, consumers would favor a regime in which a fair division of surplus is guaranteed to all consumers, not just themselves. (They would actually prefer that buyers get all of the surplus but would not be able to negotiate such a bargain.) In the pre-takeoff position, the seller would also favor such rules in order to draw in the first set of consumers, thereby setting the stage for the seller to reap economies of scale as the business grows.

Because of the existence of economies of scale, potential consumers act as if they were behind a veil of ignorance, not knowing whether they will be early or late adopters. Those who may be late adopters would favor fair treatment of the early adopters, without whom the business will never get off the ground and make scale economies available to them later on. Those who may be early adopters must be concerned because, if potential late adopters anticipate unfair terms, they

---

Farrell and Katz use a formal model to show how producer behavior in network industries is shaped by the prospect of establishing a large network, which in turn is partly driven by consumers' expectations about each other's conduct. See id.

117. Often, early consumers are especially valuable (compared to late adopters) for two reasons. First, the early consumers are often more knowledgeable, so their adoption sends a signal to possible later consumers that the product is valuable. Second, early consumers help the seller to create a sufficiently large network to make entry by future competitors unappealing.
may not adopt the product, limiting the availability of scale economies to early consumers. So expectations about the fairness of the terms for later consumers can affect the expected value of the product to earlier consumers. Thus, each consumer has an interest in how other consumers are treated, having the same effect as a veil of ignorance.

This scenario raises two immediate questions. First, does fairness to the later consumer really matter to the early adopters? One might argue that late buyers will still sign on if they are allowed to retain any of their consumer surplus, a smidgeon of surplus being better than no surplus at all. Once they come on board, earlier adopters will benefit from the resulting economies of scale. This argument ignores the fact, though, that people care about fairness: The empirical evidence shows clearly that people are willing to pass up some benefits if they feel that the terms of the offer are unfair. Thus, the later consumers may not come on board at all. In addition, the smaller surplus provided by an unfair deal creates less enticement for later consumers, thereby slowing the expansion of the network even if ultimately these consumers do all come on board.

The second question is whether the seller will unilaterally offer the optimum terms (from the point of view of early adopters) to potential late adopters. Like the early adopters, the seller also has an interest in network expansion in order to take advantage of economies of scale. But the seller cannot fully internalize the benefits of network expansion, and therefore will expand less quickly and fully than is optimal for consumers. Expansion provides benefits to existing customers. The seller cannot fully extract these benefits for several reasons: the difficulty of employing perfect price discrimination; the impracticality of adjusting prices constantly as new customers join; and the possibility that existing consumers may drop out if they feel abused by the seller, even if allowed to retain some shred of surplus. Thus,

118. See infra notes 143-44 and accompanying text.
119. Depending on the identity of new consumers, their value to current consumers will vary. In a phone network, the new consumers might be people one would not want to call anyway. In the operating system context, the new consumers may want only software that current consumers do not value, so current consumers experience no benefit from the increased incentive to design software compatible with the operating system.
120. This is most obvious with software, where existing consumers purchase upgrades only episodically.
the seller has an incentive to abuse later consumers even at the expense of slowing expansion, particularly after the network has become dominant enough to deter new entry.121

The bottom line is that the seller has an incentive to offer unfavorable terms to late adopters, slowing expansion. If earlier buyers cannot lock in their own contract terms permanently, they face the threat of such opportunistic conduct themselves. Anticipating this possibility, potential early adopters may falter, particularly if the product's ultimate value is uncertain in other respects. It would be to the seller's advantage to commit in advance to limit future opportunistic conduct to entice the initial nucleus of consumers and obtain the critical mass sufficient to deter new entry. Thus, if bargaining ex ante, the seller would find it advantageous to agree to a long-term relational contract guaranteeing buyers a fair share of surplus. Legal rules can provide the equivalent of this hypothetical ex ante contract.

In situations with increasing returns to scale in production, this problem is often solved by requiring potential suppliers to receive a franchise from a public authority.122 The authority represents the interests of all consumers, those initially desiring the service as well as those entering later (for example, in an expanding municipality). In this situation, the ex ante bargain can actually be made explicit, backed by public regulatory authority. As a representative of the early adopters, the municipality can guarantee that the utility will offer suitable rates to later adopters, thus allowing expansion of service and eventual lower rates for everyone. But in other markets with increasing returns, such as many informational goods, consumers deal with the seller individually, making such an explicit bargain impractical.

2. The Case of Network Goods

Consider the not uncommon situation in which an inventor

---

121. The discussion in the text concerns situations where there are economies of scale in consumption. Where there are economies of scale in production, the converse problem exists: early adopters may not receive price reductions given to later ones. If early adopters seek to solve this problem with Most Favored Nation (MFN) clauses, the producer will offer above-optimal prices to later adopters.
WHY (AND HOW) FAIRNESS MATTERS

offers a new product in a network market.\textsuperscript{123} The initial group of consumers would like to know three things: first, how good the product is (how much surplus it can produce); second, how much of the surplus they will receive, as opposed to the seller; and third, whether other consumers will adopt it (so they can benefit from network externalities). Ideally, the seller would like to commit in advance to a fair division of surplus. Such a commitment would have two advantages from the point of view of the initial consumer. First, it would obviously increase that specific consumer's share of surplus. Second, the availability of fair terms will encourage other later consumers to adopt, feeding the network effect that produces much of the value of the good. It is risky for the early buyers to simply count on the seller's good faith. Once the network effects have taken hold, it will be difficult for consumers to exit, creating a major incentive for opportunistic conduct by the seller in the end game.

In particular, later consumers may be subject to price discrimination in an effort to extract more of the surplus from them. This does not directly concern the initial group of consumers, except to the extent that they anticipate having to reenter the market themselves (either to purchase upgrades or because the product requires repairs or replacement). It does, however, concern them indirectly. The less surplus that is provided to later buyers, the slower and less certain the growth of the network will be. This, in turn, diminishes the expected value of the good to the first consumers due to network effects. Thus, a commitment to treat later consumers fairly would be valuable to those consumers who are first considering the product. Consequently, since the seller needs this nucleus of first consumers in order to get the network effects rolling and make the product a success in the market place, the seller would be willing to commit to a fair sharing of surplus in order to make this happen. For these reasons, the seller should be bound on estoppel principles to the promises that it makes to early adopters in order to get positive feedback going.\textsuperscript{124}

\textsuperscript{123} By this we mean a market such as telephones or operating systems, in which the value of the good to any one consumer is partly a function of how many other consumers also use the good. See Mark A. Lemley & David McGowan, Legal Implications of Network Economic Effects, 86 CAL. L. REV. 479, 488-500 (1998).

As in many relational contracts, however, the contract is likely to be incomplete in important ways. This is because it is very difficult for the seller to make a binding contractual commitment that covers all of the potential opportunities for opportunistic behavior. Just as private law recognizes a general duty of good faith as a backstop to explicit contractual terms, the fairness presumption enforces the implicit undertaking of the network seller to its buyers.

There are substantial barriers to the negotiation of explicit contractual protections. Even the initial adopters have some direct reason to be concerned that their current contract may not protect them against opportunism. In many situations, it will not be feasible to lock in contractual terms for the original group of consumers, because they will have to recontract when obtaining upgrades. At that point, they will be at the mercy of the seller, who may well have a dominant market position by then. It would be even more difficult for the initial adopters to enter into a contract that would prevent opportunism toward later adopters. It is hard to imagine a contract that would govern not only the initial terms with the original group but also the terms of the seller's later contracts with others. Such a contract would require the parties to foresee at the very early stages of a developing market what business terms will be desirable at later stages. It would also present serious problems of enforcement.125

In some other contexts, reputation can serve as a substitute for legal enforcement. But the seller of a new network product may not have had a prior opportunity to establish such a reputation. Furthermore, the benefits of opportunistic conduct may simply outweigh the possible loss of reputation. Compare the situation of the network seller to that of an employer that needs its workers to make substantial firm-specific investments. Once the workers have made such

125. There are two problems with such an enforcement action, even assuming a suitable contract could be drafted to begin with. The first concerns the availability of an adequate remedy. Damages would be difficult to calculate, while specific performance is an extraordinary remedy in a contract case. Second, the plaintiff would be producing benefits for other consumers collectively. Such a suit is likely to require either collective action by a large group of plaintiffs or a procedural structure allowing a class action and attorney's fees. The class action may be frustrated by questions about the typicality of the plaintiff and the suitability of the issue for class action treatment given the individualized nature of damages, while attorney's fees are not available under the American rule in contract cases.
investments, they open themselves up to opportunistic conduct by the employer. In many situations, even without formal contractual protection, workers may be protected by the employer's need to hire new workers—if it betrays its commitments to older workers, newer workers will be reluctant to commit to the firm. The seller of a network good does not always face this problem, however. Once it establishes critical mass, the good may dominate the market simply because it is there. Thus, the seller of a network good can be in somewhat the same position as an employer that plans to hire and train all of its workers when it first starts business, with no future hiring. Reputational effects are less useful here, and, to the extent they exist, they distort the market by favoring established firms presenting new products rather than new firms.

Given the inability of the parties to enter into such a contract themselves, the law can provide the equivalent through a presumption against an unfair division of surplus. This flexible standard is hard to specify ex ante by contract but easier to enforce ex post through litigation. Such a standard encourages initial consumers to take a chance on new network goods rather than holding back, thus making it more likely that society will realize the benefits of these goods and increasing the incentive for inventing them in the first place.

Part III discusses in more detail how fairness plays out in the intellectual property arena. For now, two lines of argument are worth noting. First, using an open standard provides some guarantee to consumers against future mistreatment. Any individual seller's possible opportunistic behavior is checked by the threat of competition from other sellers. Second, anti-discrimination rules also limit the ability of the seller to extract surplus from particular buyers. Some buyers will inevitably be in a better position to protect themselves against opportunistic behavior than others; a rule limiting discrimination in effect extends the benefits of this protection to other, more vulnerable consumers. Thus, when an open standard is not available, consumers will obtain some protection from a suitable nondiscrimination commitment by the owner of a closed standard.

The point is not just that open standards or certain

126. The Microsoft Windows operating system is often considered to be an example.
nondiscrimination rules are desirable for consumers, but that ex ante they are also desirable for sellers. Given increasing returns to scale, sellers need to attract early adopters with fair terms (including fair terms for upgrades), and early adopters will be more willing to join if the guarantee of fair treatment increases the likelihood of adoption by later consumers.\(^{127}\) Thus, where the parties cannot credibly commit to such future fair treatment, they would ex ante favor legal mandates that protect the fair division of surplus.\(^{128}\)

If predictable trade-offs exist between fair division of surplus and the size of surplus, the parties' ex ante bargain might change. Each side might be willing to agree to a provision that increases surplus, even if it receives a smaller fraction of surplus. This complication is irrelevant in the current context. This Article only proposes that fairness be used as a tiebreaker when efficiency effects are unpredictable. This means that the parties have no reason to anticipate that a diminished share of surplus will be outweighed by an increase in the total amount. Thus, with the size of surplus being unaffected (at least in any predictable way) by the terms of the agreement, preferences about the division of surplus are the dominant factor.

Enforcing these ex ante preferences seems morally appealing. An enforcement rule benefits both sides of the deal, sellers as well as consumers, by facilitating the introduction of new goods into the market. Moreover, once consumers have "signed on" to the good, they may be, to some extent, stuck because of the network seller's ability to attain market dominance. It seems wrong for the seller to take advantage of their vulnerable position. Furthermore, consumers as a whole are probably less affluent than owners of intellectual property,\(^{129}\) so ensuring consumers a fair share of surplus also prevents a perverse redistribution of wealth.

Such rules in industries with increasing returns to scale also benefit society as a whole. Goods with increasing returns to scale, such as the Internet, can contribute greatly to social wealth. A fairness-based legal regime makes it easier for such products to get their initial foothold, and therefore, decreases the risks facing the inventors of such products.

\(^{127}\) In particular, early adopters will hold back if they think that later adopters will get a greater share of surplus.

\(^{128}\) Ex post, of course, the seller may have other ideas.

\(^{129}\) See supra notes 38-48 and accompanying text.
C. STATUTORY INTERPRETATION AND THE BARGAINING SURPLUS

Both intellectual property law and antitrust law are based on statutes. The field of statutory interpretation is highly contentious, with intentionalists, dynamic interpreters, legal process theorists, and textualists all doing battle. Although we have our own views on these matters, this is not the place to address them. Under the first three of these views, however, judges legitimately consult social norms in interpreting statutes.

Intentionalists believe that statutes should be construed in accord with the intent of the legislature. To the extent that we lack specific information about the intentions of the legislators, it is reasonable to assume that they shared the widespread norms of our society. It is clear that fair division of surplus is one of those norms.

Dynamic interpreters and legal process theorists both give independent weight to social norms. Dynamic interpreters maintain that statutes should be construed in light of current social values, even at the expense of original intent. Legal process theorists contend that the legislature should be presumed to be composed of reasonable people with reasonable purposes, and they argue that legislation should be construed in light of those purposes. Broad social norms have a prima facie claim to be considered as part of the definition of reasonableness here.

There are several reasons why law should presumptively

---


131. The best collection of materials on the subject is Eskridge et al., supra note 71, at 669-1098.


133. See infra notes 143-44 and accompanying text. This view of legislative intent may be too optimistic when the process is dominated by unopposed special interests.

134. See William N. Eskridge, Jr., Dynamic Statutory Interpretation 48-80 (1994).

track social norms. One is that norms may have a tendency to reflect efficiency, giving them presumptive status even for the devout believer in efficiency as the "One True Guide to Social Policy." Another is that people resent deviations from social norms; this is a social cost. They may also resist government efforts to dislodge existing norms, making enforcement more difficult and expensive—another social cost that stems from conflicts between laws and norms. Indeed, though an economist might wish that all judges were concerned only with rigorous economic analysis, it will be easier to obtain full judicial enforcement of rules that correspond to the judges' own intuitions about justice. It also bears remembering that this is, after all, a democracy. Presumably, what the people as a whole believe to be morally right is entitled to some consideration in interpreting the laws made by their representatives.

As Joseph Brodley puts it, "to hold that producers perform a civic duty when they systematically take from buyers the entire economic surplus is an Orwellian result that no democratic government could long sustain."

Textualism has not played a major role in antitrust law, where the words of the Sherman Act and other statutes have been more or less smoothed away in the name of social


137. As one scholar put it,

Lacking time to educate themselves in every aspect of market and culture, the public tends to be skeptical when an industry claims that expert opinion shows that what is good for the company will also be good for the nation, and that state aid in enforcing its desires will produce an economically efficient result. And you know what? Given the arguments reviewed in this Paper, I would say that the public has a point.


139. See Brodley, supra note 2, at 1036.
welfare. Intellectual property law has also shied away from rigid textualism—a deviation that is invited by the intellectual property clause of the Constitution itself, which firmly cements this body of law to the dominant purpose of advancing socially valuable innovation. According to the Supreme Court, benefit to the general public rather than to inventors and writers—or to put it another way, consumer surplus rather than producer surplus—is the ultimate goal of the intellectual property clauses. In any event, it would be surprising if statutes passed for a variety of reasons happened to contain language that was precisely directed to maximizing total surplus at the complete expense of other important social norms.

We have so far presumed that a fair division of surplus is indeed a widely shared norm. Fortunately, empirical support for this proposition comes readily to hand. A striking example is provided by the ultimatum game. In the ultimatum game, the subjects must agree on how to divide a fixed sum of money. The first person proposes a division. Either the second person accepts the division or the money goes to neither of them. The rational strategy is clear. For example, suppose the amount in question is a dollar. If the second person is offered even one cent out of the dollar, he should accept, since the alternative is to reject and get nothing. Knowing this, the first person should keep as large a share as possible for herself. So she should propose ninety-nine cents for herself and one cent for the other person; rationally, the other person should accept the proposal. Hundreds of experiments have been conducted with variants of this game. The results are clear. Unless the first person


141. See Eldred v. Ashcroft, 123 S. Ct. 769, 802 (2003) (Breyer, J., dissenting) (the reward to the creators is “a means, not an end”); Twentieth Century Music Corp. v. Aiken, 422 U.S. 151, 156 (1975). In Eldred, Justice Breyer cites legislative history to the same effect. Eldred, 123 S. Ct. at 803. For example, in 1909, Congress said that copyright was designed for “the benefit of the great body of people.” Id.

142. There is a reason that the copyright doctrine is called “fair use” and not “uses involving prohibitive transaction costs.”

makes a "fair" offer—at least twenty percent of the total—it is very likely to be rejected.\textsuperscript{144} Individuals are willing to make a sacrifice, rejecting a possible gain, in order to punish someone who makes an unfair offer. People do indeed care about the fair division of surplus. This strong social norm has some claim to recognition in interpreting the statutes passed by their representatives.

D. FAIRNESS AND RENT-SEEKING

Our final supporting argument for presumptively giving consumers a fair share of surplus is that the allure of producer surplus results in wasteful rent-seeking of various kinds. This wasteful rent-seeking can take a number of forms.

First, the availability of high rents may encourage a wasteful race by firms. If only one firm can capture the market, it is worthwhile for several firms to invest in the race, but the efforts of all but one contestant will be wasted. The classic example involves patent races, in which multiple firms seek to perfect a discovery earlier than their competitors, when delaying the invention a little would not have been costly to society as a whole.\textsuperscript{145} Another example is the race to become the industry standard. Producer surplus can easily be dissipated in such socially wasteful activities.\textsuperscript{146}

Second, the opportunities for extracting surplus vary. Some products may not lend themselves as well to this purpose as others, depending on technology, market structure, and other factors. For example, one market may have low barriers to entry, making it harder to exploit consumers. Investment in creating new products will be skewed toward industries where producers get a higher share of surplus, even if total surplus is higher somewhere else.

Third, the prospect of collecting rents will spur producers to influence the political process. They may seek legislation authorizing what would otherwise have been prohibited actions or legislation excluding possible competitors. Unwarranted expansions of intellectual property statutes may fall into either category, either by encouraging practices such as price discrimination or by allowing the use of intellectual property

\textsuperscript{144} See Fehr & Schmidt, supra note 143, at 5.
\textsuperscript{146} See supra Part I.A.5.
rights as a basis for monopolistic exclusion. It is particularly likely that producers (rather than consumers) will engage in this political rent-seeking. Producer groups are often smaller and have more concentrated interests, making effective organization much simpler and thus more likely. Moreover, current rents can provide a war chest for further rent-seeking expeditions. To put it as bluntly as possible, producers tend to be piggier than consumers, in political terms.

What may well become the paradigm of such piggy behavior is the Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act, a statute named in honor of a former performer and member of Congress who wanted copyright terms to last forever. The Act was just recently held to be constitutional by the Supreme Court in Eldred v. Ashcroft. As Justice Breyer’s dissent points out, and as the majority does not seriously contest, the main result of the statute was to enrich existing copyright holders:

This statute will cause serious expression-related harm. It will likely restrict traditional dissemination of copyrighted works. It will likely inhibit new forms of dissemination through the use of new technology. It threatens to interfere with efforts to preserve our Nation’s historical and cultural heritage and efforts to use that heritage, say, to educate our Nation’s children. It is easy to understand how the statute might benefit the private financial interests of corporations or heirs who own existing copyrights.... With respect to existing works, the serious public harm, and the virtually nonexistent public benefit could not be more clear.

The majority opinion in Eldred makes it clear that Congress has the constitutional power to adopt such a rent-seeking statute. This does not mean that courts should actively encourage this conduct. Instead, they should apply the intellectual property statutes to favor the public interest rather
than colluding with legislators and lobbyists to maximize producer surplus.\textsuperscript{153} Here, the antitrust laws provide an excellent precedent. The Sherman Act was originally a poorly focused effort to protect certain interest groups such as farmers and small businesses; over time, the courts have interpreted this statute instead to further the overall welfare of society.\textsuperscript{154} Indeed, the Court has even been willing to narrowly construe later statutes that might conflict with the public-oriented goals of the Sherman Act.\textsuperscript{155} It makes sense to construe the antitrust laws and the intellectual property laws together so as to moderate the rent-seeking incentives created by legal protection for intellectual property.\textsuperscript{156}

The only way to eliminate completely the potential for such rent-seeking would be to deprive producers of any share of surplus, restricting their return to their costs (including the cost of capital). But intellectual property law is committed to providing rents to inventors and authors as an incentive for innovation. For this strategy to work, the producers must be allowed some share of surplus. If the government had perfect information, it could set the return on intellectual property at just the right level to maximize social welfare, taking wasteful rent-seeking efforts into account. This information is not available, and it is not likely to be available at any time in the near future. What is known is that, as between two alternatives, the one with a fair share of surplus going to consumers should be favored, assuming that the two produce the same total surplus (or more realistically that it is not known which one produces the greater total surplus).

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{153} See Jonathan R. Macey, Promoting Public-Regarding Legislation Through Statutory Interpretation: An Interest Group Model, 86 Colum. L. Rev. 223, 268 (1986).
\item \textsuperscript{154} See supra text accompanying notes 72-75.
\item \textsuperscript{156} Thus, we are skeptical of the view that the intellectual property laws should automatically trump the antitrust laws, a view which is defended in Daniel J. Gifford, The Antitrust/Intellectual Property Interface: An Emerging Solution to an Intractable Problem (2002) (unpublished manuscript, on file with authors).
\end{itemize}
E. A Modest Normative Suggestion

Our argument has really proceeded at two levels. On the most basic level, we question whether even in principle economic efficiency should be the sole purpose of antitrust and intellectual property law. Social welfare may be an appealing concept, but the case for making it the exclusive moral standard has yet to be made, nor has the case for relegating all distributive issues to tax law been made. Particularly in markets with increasing returns to scale, a fair division of surplus mimics the agreement that the parties would have made ex ante. The hypothetical willingness of both sides to consent to a reasonable division of surplus is one ground for considering such a division fair to both sides. It also provides a long-term efficiency argument for protecting fairness: A legal regime favoring fairness will make it easier for innovative products to find markets and for society to realize the resulting benefits from increasing returns to scale. Another argument derives from the greater tendency of producer surplus to spark socially wasteful rent-seeking, political and otherwise.

These arguments help explain the specific parameters of our proposal. The proposal is tailored to the area of overlap between these various arguments for fairness. Some of the arguments would support a broader role for fairness, but our proposal is limited to cases in which direct evidence of efficiency is inconclusive regarding the specific market in question. In those cases, our proposed rule would disfavor practices that give producers an unfair share of surplus. Of course, the meaning of the term “unfair share” of surplus is less than crystalline. In principle, the Nash solution is the best benchmark for fairness, but in practice this information may not be available. Social norms of equity are an acceptable rough substitute. Given that notions of fair division are widely shared in our culture, judges should be capable of doing a reasonable job in applying this standard. At least some outcomes will be so one-sided as to leave little doubt of their unfairness, while others (such as a roughly even division of surplus) will clearly pass muster.

A substantial argument could be made for going farther,

157. See supra notes 8-20 and accompanying text.
158. See supra notes 22-36 and accompanying text.
159. See supra notes 145-56 and accompanying text.
160. See supra note 143 and accompanying text.
with a default presumption that consumers should get the entire surplus unless the firm can present clear evidence of net efficiency gains.\textsuperscript{161} There is a good deal in antitrust lore, for example, that could support a consumer surplus standard. Moreover, because the courts have done so much to move antitrust law toward the public interest end of the spectrum,\textsuperscript{162} there is also a reasonable argument that the antitrust laws should trump the intellectual property laws in case of conflict. There is more reason to be concerned that the intellectual property laws are tainted by special interest influence, which by now has been filtered out of antitrust law. Although these arguments have some appeal, for present purposes it is enough to promote a compromise between the consumer-oriented antitrust laws and the more producer-oriented intellectual property laws. A presumption in favor of a fair division of surplus provides such a compromise.

This Article focuses on where to draw the line regarding permissible behavior by the seller. It does not address in any detail the further question of legal implementation. Limits could be imposed on seller behavior through an interpretation of the Sherman Act, through restrictive interpretations of the seller's intellectual property rights, through common law restrictions on the seller's contract rights, or through consumer protection statutes. Which route to take is obviously important. Implementing the fairness principle through the antitrust laws would be consistent with the thrust of those laws, but a full analysis would have to consider the utility of private, treble-damages suits and government antitrust litigation versus the other potential methods of implementation such as expansion of the intellectual property misuse doctrines.

The remainder of this Article applies the fairness approach to some significant problems involving standards. These examples will not only illustrate the application of our approach, but also demonstrate the strong arguments for taking account of fairness.

\textsuperscript{161} See Brodley, supra note 2, at 1037-39 (explaining how such an approach would work).

\textsuperscript{162} See supra notes 72-75 and accompanying text.
III. APPLYING FAIRNESS TO STANDARDS ISSUES

A. OPEN VERSUS CLOSED STANDARDS

Our first application of the fairness presumption is the setting of standards. Standards come in a variety of forms with a variety of uses. We focus on standards that allow two or more distinct components of a system to work together. Standards can be either closed or open; that is, either a single party owns the intellectual property rights that control access to the standard (closed) or no party owns those rights (open). Our fairness presumption suggests that, except where closed standards can be shown to have net efficiency benefits, the law should favor and encourage open standards over closed standards. Since deciding the efficiency benefits of open versus closed standards is frequently a complicated and difficult empirical question, this presumption will often come into play.\(^{163}\)

1. The Meaning and Significance of Closed Versus Open Standards

Standards are of particular importance in the modern computer and telecommunications industries and can give rise to the sort of network effects discussed in Part II. The value of a product whose usefulness depends, at least in part, on interaction with other products will depend on whether or not it can be used with the most commonly owned versions of its complementary products. Once a standard becomes more widely accepted than its alternatives, network effects will frequently result in that standard becoming dominant and the weakening or elimination of its rivals.

To be more concrete, consider two examples of standards. The Windows operating system is a standard that allows a variety of application programs to be run on personal computers that use Windows. Similarly, Internet protocols allow programmers writing Internet applications to write programs that can be used on computers around the world.

Again, standards come in two basic forms, closed and open. The intellectual property rights to a closed standard are owned by a person or entity that can exclude or set conditions on the use of the standard and can charge for the right to use the

\(^{163}\) See infra notes 173-78 and accompanying text.
standard. The Windows operating system is a closed standard. An open standard is not owned in such a fashion. Internet protocols are typically open standards, although the Internet Engineering Task Force, which controls some such protocols, now allows for proprietary standards. Intermediate situations between closed and open standards are also possible.

One other distinction among standards is worth noting. It relates to how standards are set. “De facto standards” are set by the marketplace, as individual actors choose which standard to use. Windows is a de facto standard. Standards may instead be set by a standard-setting organization (SSO) composed of a variety of private actors. Internet protocols are typically set by SSOs. Finally, standards may be set by governmental agencies. Early on, for instance, Internet protocols were set by such agencies.

Standard-setting raises a variety of questions for both antitrust and intellectual property law. In the remainder of this section we shall consider the policy guidelines that should guide judges and legislators in answering such questions.

2. Open Versus Closed Standards and the Efficiency Issue

Open and closed standards have offsetting advantages and disadvantages, assuming a goal of achieving efficiency in the sense of maximizing total surplus. A key advantage of closed standards is that they may be better at encouraging innovation. This is because the owner of a dominant closed standard will often be able to realize monopoly profits, and the prospects of such profits encourage innovation. The advantage of closed standards thus rather closely tracks the
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165. See infra notes 193-94 and accompanying text.
166. See Lemley, supra note 164, at 1899.
167. As with Windows, de facto standards tend to be closed. See id. at 1900.
168. See generally id. (providing a wide-ranging analysis of SSOs).
169. See id. at 1899. Government standard-setting raises issues mostly beyond the scope of this discussion, except to note the different legal and policy questions that arise for de facto standards and for SSOs. See infra notes 185-92 and accompanying text.
170. The following analysis draws heavily on Farrell & Katz, supra note 116, at 637-42.
171. See id. at 638.
advantage of strong intellectual property rights.

Even the innovation advantage of closed standards is ambiguous, however. Under some circumstances the private advantages from innovating and achieving a dominant closed standard may exceed the social advantages, leading to an excessive incentive to innovate. In other circumstances, a closed standard may encourage initial innovation, but then discourage subsequent innovation by competitors.172

Open standards, in contrast, tend to be better at encouraging price competition among competitors.173 They thereby tend to increase consumer surplus while reducing producer surplus. This effect is also ambiguous, however. Under some circumstances the degree of price competition may vary little depending on the type of standard. On some occasions, price competition among competing owners of incompatible standards may lead to greater price competition than if there were an open standard.174

How these and other relevant economic factors balance out overall is a complicated question that varies widely depending on specific circumstances. This has led to much debate over the relative merits of open and closed standards.175 As Lemley characterizes this debate, "[t]here is a voluminous literature on the relative value of open and closed standards, especially in network industries, and a vociferous debate over the merits of both approaches."176 Even within one person’s argument the net balance of the competing effects may depend on a variety of controversial fact determinations. For instance, in the recent model of Farrell and Katz, the net benefits of closed versus open standards depend on a variety of factors, importantly including how consumers form expectations about what future product share will be.177 The Farrell and Katz approach does suggest that under many circumstances it will be good policy to encourage open standards, and to discourage efforts by owners of dominant standards to manipulate expectations so as to make it harder for competitors to replace their product.178

172. See id. at 642.
173. See id. at 638.
174. See id.
175. See Lemley, supra note 164, at 1902 n.40 (listing some of the articles in this literature).
176. See id. at 1902.
177. See Farrell & Katz, supra note 116, at 621-36.
178. See id. at 646.
other circumstances, however, closed standards or product incompatibility may be better—for instance, because it better encourages innovation. Thus, in many cases an efficiency analysis will often lead to unclear policy prescriptions. This leaves significant room for using the fairness presumption.

3. Open Versus Closed Standards and the Fairness Issue

Looking again at the relative advantages and disadvantages of the two sorts of standards shows that the fairness presumption favors open standards. Open standards typically lead to greater price competition, which benefits consumers. The main problem with closed standards is that they encourage too much monopoly, allowing the dominant producers to squeeze consumer surplus and convert it into profit. That is not to deny that closed standards will not sometimes be more efficient, and maybe even better for consumers. Where, however, efficiency does not clearly favor closed standards, then the fairness presumption suggests that antitrust and intellectual property law should be used to encourage open standards.

All three lines of argument for fairness in Part II support this application of the presumption. First, given the importance of network effects for standards, the analysis of the temptation of dominant producers to extract surplus from later adopters is relevant here. Continued competition among many producers using an open standard would help commit producers to providing a fair surplus to consumers even after the standard has become dominant. Such commitment may be harder to achieve with a closed standard. Second, the argument as to statutory interpretation and social norms applies as well. Successful dominant standard-setters are often seen as having an unfair amount of power over their markets. Third, rent-seeking can be an issue in standard-setting. Companies may have an incentive to overinvest in developing a product with promise of becoming a proprietary standard. Companies may engage in costly behavior to discourage rivals that threaten their ability to attain and
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maintain a dominant standard—the Microsoft case, for example, is filled with such behavior. Companies may also lobby the government to help maintain their standard. The Microsoft settlement may be an example of lobbying money well spent by the owner of a dominant standard, for instance.

The legal issues raised by standard-setting are varied and complex, but we will touch on a couple of them to give a brief sense of how our framework could be applied. Where a company seeks to impose a de facto standard in the marketplace, our analysis suggests that courts should be relatively vigilant in applying antitrust scrutiny while being careful about granting sweeping use of intellectual property rights.

An example of the Department of Justice and the courts applying relatively strict scrutiny to a de facto standard-setter is the Microsoft case. The court was properly skeptical of Microsoft’s invocation of its copyright power to justify licensing restrictions designed to inhibit the adoption of the Netscape browser. The court was also properly suspicious about Microsoft’s efforts to deceive programmers into believing its version of Java would be easily used on non-Windows platforms.

An example of how intellectual property law might be used to control de facto standard-setting is Wang Laboratories, Inc. v. Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. The court used the equitable estoppel doctrine, whereby a court will refuse to enforce an intellectual property right when the right holder has led the alleged infringer to believe that the holder does not intend to enforce its right. In Wang Laboratories the company had represented to its customers that its standard would remain open. A similar doctrine is that of implied license, whereby the court infers from the expectations of the parties that a right to use the patent should be applied. Both equitable estoppel and implied license can be used to help protect consumers who have built up expectations early in the
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187. 103 F.3d 1571 (Fed. Cir. 1997).
188. Id. at 1581.
189. Id. at 1575.
190. See Lemley, supra note 164, at 1918-27.
adoption process from being exploited after a producer has become dominant in a market with network effects.191

Different issues arise for standard-setting by SSOs. Since SSOs are a common way to achieve open standards, our framework suggests that courts should generally try to encourage SSO standard-setting. Courts will still want to police against some potential abuses, though. For instance, they will want to ensure that a company with a proprietary standard is not dominating an SSO and using it as a way to impose its product on the market.192 Courts will also want to ensure that a group of producers are not using an SSO to cartelize a market.

Lemley points to an interesting common practice among SSOs that suggests something of a middle way between open and closed standards. SSO governing documents frequently provide that holders of an intellectual property right in a standard created by the organization must license that copyright to members (and occasionally non-members) on “reasonable and nondiscriminatory” terms.193 This may provide a way of ensuring that rights holders receive enough of a return to induce innovation, while protecting against exploitation of other producers and consumers made possible once dominance in a market with network effects has been achieved. As such, the practice seems to be a generally positive one that should be encouraged. A role for courts remains, though. For one, if disputes arise courts may need to interpret what terms are “reasonable” and “nondiscriminatory.”194 For another, courts should examine each case to ensure that the interests of consumers are properly represented by the SSO agreements. Where many producers with varying interests are represented in an SSO, that will probably be true most of the time, but it

191. See supra Part II.B.2.
193. See Lemley, supra note 164, at 1906.
194. See id. at 1966-67. As both Lemley and Carl Shapiro recognize, “reasonableness” should be analyzed in terms of ex ante circumstances, not the circumstances that prevail after a standard has become dominant. See id. at 1967 n.332; Carl Shapiro, Setting Compatibility Standards: Cooperation or Collusion?, in EXPANDING THE BOUNDARIES OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY at 31, 96-7 (Rochelle Cooper Dreyfus et al. eds., 2001) (discussing modern standards litigation on what is “reasonable”); see also Mark R. Patterson, Inventions, Industry Standards, and Intellectual Property, 17 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1043, 1054-55 (2002); supra Part II.B.2.
B. **PRICE DISCRIMINATION**

Our second application of the fairness presumption is price discrimination. Our presumption indicates that, except when price discrimination and equivalent practices can be shown to have efficiency benefits, they should be disfavored because of the transfer of surplus to the producer. As it turns out, given the unclear efficiency effects of price discrimination in many situations, there is plenty of room for the presumption to operate.

1. **The Meaning and Significance of Price Discrimination**

A quick review of the basic economics may be helpful. In a competitive market, every producer must price at marginal cost, and the prices must all be the same in equilibrium (otherwise sellers with higher prices would lose business to others).\(^{195}\) A monopolist charges above marginal cost.\(^{196}\) At the monopoly price, the monopolist trades off the loss of sales from the higher price against the greater profit from each remaining sale. In the basic model, the monopolist charges the same price to all customers, but it would prefer not to do so. It could make a higher profit by charging different prices to different customers,\(^{197}\) attempting to extract as much consumer surplus as possible from each.\(^{198}\)

Economists define three separate varieties of price discrimination. First-degree price discrimination is the ideal from the seller's point of view. The seller knows each buyer's willingness to pay for the goods, and can prevent buyers with low valuations from reselling to those with higher valuations. This enables the seller to capture virtually the entire surplus.\(^{199}\) Second-degree price discrimination occurs when the seller cannot directly observe the buyer's valuations but can induce them to signal their preferences. For example, the seller might sell an inferior version of the good at a lower price to buyers who place less value on the good. Inducing buyers to
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196. See id. at 41-42.
197. See id. at 43.
198. See id. at 42-44.
signal their preferences is usually costly, so second-degree
discrimination can reduce total surplus.\footnote{200}{Id. at 71-78.} In third-degree
price discrimination, the seller cannot directly observe the
buyer's preferences but can observe some characteristic that
correlates with a consumer's willingness to pay for the product.
For example, the seller may offer a good at a lower price in less
affluent geographical areas.\footnote{201}{Id. at 69-71.}

Price discrimination and its equivalents are actually quite
widespread. For example, the higher price for first-run movies
is designed to extract surplus from those consumers who are
the most eager to see a movie and unwilling to wait for its
appearance in second-run theaters, on television, or in VHS or
DVD format. Moreover, a number of other practices are
substantially equivalent to price discrimination in economic
terms. Tying arrangements, in which the buyer must purchase
another product from the same vendor, often serve as forms of
price discrimination. Sometimes the tie is technological rather
than contractual. For instance, the manufacturer of a game
console may use intellectual property laws to protect the
interface between the console and the games, so that players
will be forced to purchase games from it. The manufacturer
can then sell the console cheap, capturing a wide segment of
the market, while in effect charging a higher price to the most
avid players, who will play the most different games and who
would presumably have been willing to pay the most for a
console in the first place.\footnote{202}{See id. at 117-18.} A related practice is bundling, in
which the buyer cannot purchase individual items except as
parts of sets.\footnote{203}{Id. at 123-25.} Exclusive dealing arrangements can also be
analogized to ties; in effect they require the purchaser who
wants one product to buy all other products within the scope of
the agreement from the same seller or forego them entirely.\footnote{204}{See Richard A. Posner, Antitrust in the New Economy, 68 ANTITRUST
L.J. 925, 936 (2001).}

Both buyers and competitors often complain about tying
arrangements and other forms of price discrimination, leading
to antitrust disputes. On the other hand, a number of features
of intellectual property law are conducive to price
discrimination.\footnote{205}{See Meurer, supra note 199, at 82-90.}
2. Price Discrimination and the Efficiency Issue

The efficiency argument is superficially clear-cut. A monopolist normally imposes a uniform price that is higher than the competitive price. This maximizes the monopolist's profits but also reduces output, since he cannot sell as many units at the monopoly price as at the competitive price. The efficiency loss takes the form of lost consumption by buyers who would have been willing to pay the competitive price but are not willing to pay the monopoly price. If the seller can engage in first-degree price discrimination, however, he can sell goods to every buyer who is willing to pay above marginal cost (the competitive price), charging each one precisely what that specific buyer is willing to pay. So output rises back to the competitive level (though not at the competitive price), and the efficiency loss of monopoly pricing is averted. In the intellectual property area, the increased profit to the seller also adds to the incentive to innovate and thus benefits society as a whole.

In reality, however, the efficiency benefits of price discrimination are far less clear. There are at least five reasons why, to quote Judge Posner, “price discrimination has no general tendency to increase efficiency.” The first reason, and the one he primarily relies on, is that perfect price discrimination is impossible, and imperfect price discrimination may either increase output above the monopoly level (good) or decrease it even further (bad).

Second, price discrimination is clearly to the disadvantage of high valuation consumers, who can benefit greatly if they can find a way to engage in arbitrage with low valuation consumers. This can result in socially wasteful expenditures—for example, in smuggling to overcome the seller's geographical pricing scheme or creating software patches to convert the
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inferior version of a product into the more desirable form. The closer the scheme approximates perfect price discrimination, the greater the incentive for buyers to seek to evade it.

Third, in the context of intellectual property, price discrimination does increase the incentive to innovate, but there can be too much of a good thing. Just how much of its resources should society invest in innovation as opposed to providing existing goods and services is not clear, but it is at least arguable that we have pushed beyond the break-even point in some areas.

Fourth, price discrimination and related techniques like tying can be used to exclude rivals, who might otherwise offer superior products or lower prices to consumers. The antitrust orthodoxy of a few years ago was to the contrary. It now seems to be agreed that such anticompetitive effects are possible when these forms of behavior make entry costlier or riskier. Price discrimination can also be used to finance predatory conduct.  

Fifth, price discrimination is not equally feasible in all markets. Producers respond to their own expected surplus, not the social surplus. Thus, the effect can be to move resources from uses with higher social value to those with lower social value but greater amenability to price discrimination. These distortionary effects can be substantial and can outweigh the direct efficiency gain from price discrimination.

The upshot is that the efficiency of price discrimination is likely to vary in different situations and is also quite often unclear. In those situations, the proposed fairness presumption becomes relevant.

3. Price Discrimination and the Fairness Issue

Attempts to extract surplus from later adopters in network industries may hamper the growth of the network, limiting the benefit of the network to early adopters. Ex ante, the seller would agree to forego such conduct, but opportunism becomes tempting ex post. The individual attempting to establish a standard has every reason to appear too “nice” to engage in exploitative conduct when the standard is still being established. Different incentives exist afterwards, however.
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Holding the seller to the bargain he would have rationally agreed to ex ante is morally appealing.\textsuperscript{217} It is also noteworthy that first-degree price discrimination can only take place because the seller disables himself from negotiating with high valuation buyers, who could otherwise threaten to walk away unless price concessions were made.\textsuperscript{218} This effort to forestall a fair negotiation process with buyers seems itself to be ethically questionable.

The statutory interpretation argument also seems to apply to price discrimination.\textsuperscript{219} Price discrimination is generally viewed with disdain. Consider the following comment about price discrimination:

Lay people often react to differential pricing for the same good with a sense of unfairness. No matter how many times they are lectured by the economists that it is actually to the benefit of all that producers be able to charge different prices to groups with different ability and willingness to pay, the popular reaction is normally "that's not fair."\textsuperscript{220}

Indeed, this attitude is reflected in the Robinson-Patman Act, which singles out some forms of price discrimination for condemnation.\textsuperscript{221} As a matter of statutory interpretation, then, a presumption against price discrimination except where justified on efficiency grounds seems warranted.

Finally, the possibility of price discrimination clearly feeds rent-seeking efforts. Recall the recent efforts of the content industry to obtain legislation enhancing its ability to engage in price discrimination.\textsuperscript{222} Monopolies become more valuable where price discrimination is allowed,\textsuperscript{223} and the fight to obtain monopoly status becomes all the fiercer. This battle for legislative advantage is socially wasteful, not to mention disruptive of the democratic process.

Price discrimination by intellectual property holders should not necessarily be considered actionable. In construing intellectual property laws, however, and in dealing with borderline antitrust cases, there is no reason to give price discrimination the benefit of the doubt. On the contrary, the
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presumption should be against expanding the ability of sellers to engage in price discrimination.

CONCLUSION

Although the language of fairness is a common part of the legislative and judicial history of American antitrust and intellectual property law, it has gone out of fashion in recent years among legal scholars influenced by economics. We hope we have shown that this shift in fashion has no firm grounding, not even within economics itself. There are good reasons for caring about distributive effects in fashioning legal policy to guide both areas of law. Considerations of philosophy, economic theory, statutory interpretation, and politics all suggest that producers should not receive an unfair share of surplus. That baseline presumption should be ignored only where it can be shown that efficiency requires giving a greater share to producers. We have briefly suggested how this rule can be applied to several questions on the interface between antitrust and intellectual property, particularly on issues related to industry standards.

Our analysis does not suggest any great sea change in the law. Indeed, considerations of equity and fairness guide judges working in these areas as well as others all the time. Contemporary scholars often tend to dismiss such language. We think the judges, not those scholars, have got it right. Our approach provides a better way of making sense of such legal language and more refined guidance to help apply such equitable concerns. We hope that our analysis will reinforce the judicial bulwark against both a distorted scholarly analysis of efficiency and the political pressures that come from rent-seeking by the producers of intellectual property.